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Why we lay down immediately 
during IDF attacks

•IDF’s can impact anywhere, making the fragmentation hazard area 
difficult to predict, however most detonate on or near the ground
•Blast waves proceed in all directions, but…

•Since most hit the ground and fragmentation accelerates in a 
conical shape from the blast point 
•The lower you are, the better your chances for survival!

Fragmentation
Hazard

Area

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 “INCOMING” alarms are sounded as a warning that indirect fire will land/explode in the area (within 1km of the alarm).  If you hear this warning, you do NOT have time to seek shelter.  You must minimize your body’s exposure to the blast and fragmentation that will happen in seconds (no more than 4-7 seconds).Since the invention of conventional munitions we have learned that explosive blasts are conical in shape We specifically learned from TF RANGER in Somalia that during house to house fighting the Rangers survived many grenades that were thrown at them by immediately dropping to the ground and covering their ears when someone called out “Grenade!”. They were able to instantly pick back up and continue fighting Explosives that detonate based on hitting the ground (like IDFs) generate a conical blast, sending the majority of the fragmentation up and out in a conical shape. Picture an upside down traffic cone or pyramid.  The blast wave and some fragmentation accelerates straight out from the blast point in all directions but you can greatly increase your chance of survival from a near miss (30m) or near direct hit (15m) if you immediately drop to the ground and cover your eyes and ears.
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Most Common IDF Event

•Upon hearing the “INCOMING” Klaxon and/or 
Voice Command, IMMEDIATELY lie face down 
on the ground protecting your eyes and ears

•Personnel in vehicles should first move to 
a safe location off the road and 
IMMEDIATELY lie face down on the 
ground protecting your eyes and ears

•Personnel inside hardened facilities may 
continue normal operations (more on this later)
•Wait 2 minutes, then move to the best cover 
available within 30 seconds of your location
•Remain under cover until “ALL CLEAR” is 
announced (or 10 minutes with no new 
announcements).

Action Taken

•Klaxon sounds within 500 meter of the 
projected Point of Impact (POI)

Most Common IDF Event

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most common IDF Event on JBB is the single IDF attack with either one or more rockets or mortars fired into the same area. [Briefer] [[FOOTSTOMP]] The ideal cover is a hardened facility (e.g. bunker, legacy bldg, or expeditionary bldg with hardened sidewall protection and protective overhead cover) Your best chance of survival from a single IDF event is directly linked to immediately assuming the protected prone position, minimizing your exposure to blast and fragmentation.
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INCOMING

WARNING
KLAXON, “INCOMING, INCOMING, INCOMING”, KLAXON

AFTER 2 MINUTES OR ALARM RED
MOVE TO BEST AVAILABLE COVER (30 second rule)

FOLLOW-UP ACTION
REMAIN UNDER COVER & OBEY FOLLOW-ON INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL 

“ALL CLEAR” (or 10 minutes without follow-on instructions)

RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITY

IMMEDIATE ACTION
DROP IN PLACE TO PRONE POSITION, COVER EYES/EARS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through sequence of events – emphasis is red box, immediate action
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Alarm Red

•Warning: “Alarm Red” broadcast
•No tones, just voice announcement

•May happen after an “INCOMING” alarm
•Generated by persistent IDFs, IDFs hitting multiple areas of the 
base, or a ground attack
•First action is to move as quickly as possible to the best available 
cover within 30 seconds
•Threat is PERSISTENT and not easily predicted

•Multiple IDFs exploding at unpredictable times and locations
•Ground attacks, to include small arms fire

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alarm Red requires a DIFFERENT IMMEDIATE ACTIONTailored to unpredictable threat.  Since we don’t know when/where the next IDF or bullet will impact, need to get to best available cover ASAP
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ALARM RED

WARNING
“ALARM RED, ALARM RED, ALARM RED …”

IMMEDIATE ACTION
MOVE TO BEST AVAILABLE COVER (30 second rule)

FOLLOW-UP ACTION
REMAIN UNDER COVER & OBEY FOLLOW-ON INSTRUCTIONS UNTIL 

“ALL CLEAR” (or 10 minutes without follow-on instructions)

RESUME NORMAL ACTIVITY

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through response items, emphasis red box IMMEDIATE ACTIONNote, only the this response skips the “drop in place to prone position” action but is otherwise the same as “INCOMING”.
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Attack Warning Signals
No matter where you are…Take Action!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 This Graphic Visual Aid shows the Attack Warning Signals that you may encounter during your time at JBB If you hear any combination of a klaxon and voice, or an unexplained explosion take immediate action! “Incoming” is our most prevalent alarm. Review personnel actions “Alarm Red” you will not (at this time) hear the audio klaxon – only voice directions. Immediate action is to seek the best available cover within 30 seconds. This alarm signifies that there are multiple IDFs coming, or a ground attack in progress, and you need to get a covered position ASAP (hardened cover preferred). DO NOT drop to the ground during “Alarm Red”. If you can’t reach a hardened shelter, take immediate cover next to hardened sidewall or hardened vehicle. Don IBA if available “Alarm Yellow” is declared when PAR teams are required to sweep the area for UXOs and injured personnel. Remain under cover (unless you are On duty PAR or On duty First Responder) until the “All Clear” is given If you hear “All Clear” you may resume normal operations.  REMAIN VIGILANT FOR UXOs!  If directed, conduct accountability per your UCC guidelines The next several slides will actually give you the audio tones for each warning signal
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Lets say you are…
1) Taking a shower in Cadillac

2) Driving your car on PA Ave

3) Shopping at an IBIZ Bazaar

4) Shopping at the BX

5) In the middle of a church service at 
the Provider Chapel

6) Relieving yourself in a port-a-potty

7) Relieving yourself in a Cadillac

“Incoming, Incoming, Incoming”
1) Assume protective prone position 

(in shower area)
2) Safely pull over and assume 

protective prone position out of car
3) Assume protective prone position

4) Continue normal activity -- you are 
inside a hardened facility

5) Continue normal activity -- you are 
inside a hardened facility

6) Assume protective prone position 
as soon as possible

7) Assume protective prone position 
as soon as possible

Everyday life scenarios at JBB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Of note: Ops normal is conducted if you are in a Hardened Facility or Expeditionary Facility with hardened overhead protection and hardened sidewall protection IBA should be within 10 minutes of you at all times After 2 minutes listen for repeated warning, Alarm Yellow, or All Clear
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Everyday life scenarios at JBB

Lets say you are…
8) Walking outdoors

9) Working in your office

10) Working on the flight line

11) Eating popcorn at the theater

12) Pumping iron at the gym

13) Sleeping in your CHU

“Incoming, Incoming, Incoming”
8) Assume protective prone position

9) If Hardened, Ops Normal; if not assume 
protective prone position

10) Assume protective prone position (unless 
pre-identified as mission critical)

11) Continue normal activity -- you are inside 
a hardened facility

12) Continue normal activity -- you are inside 
a hardened facility

13) Assume protective prone position (on 
floor)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Of note: Ops normal is conducted if you are in a Hardened Facility or Expeditionary Facility with hardened overhead protection and hardened sidewall protection IBA should be within 10 minutes of you at all times After 2 minutes listen for repeated warning, Alarm Yellow, or All Clear
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Lets say you are…
1) Taking a shower in Cadillac

2) Driving your car on PA Ave

3) Shopping at an IBIZ Bazaar

4) Shopping at the BX

5) In the middle of a church service

6) Relieving yourself in a port-a-potty

7) Relieving yourself in a Cadillac

“Alarm Red, Alarm Red, Alarm Red”
1) Put your towel on and immediately seek 

best available cover w/in 30 sec
2) Drive safely to best available cover w/in 30 

sec
3) Put down any items you are looking at and

immediately seek best available cover w/in 
30 sec

4) Continue normal activity -- you are inside a 
hardened facility 

5) Continue normal activity -- you are inside a 
hardened facility 

6) Don minimal uniform and immediately 
seek best available cover w/in 30 sec

7) Don minimal uniform and immediately 
seek best available cover w/in 30 sec

Everyday life scenarios at JBB

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Of note: Ops normal is conducted if you are in a Hardened Facility or Expeditionary Facility with hardened overhead protection and hardened sidewall protection IBA should be within 10 minutes of you at all timesSeek the best available cover within 30 seconds travel. If you can’t reach it then take immediate cover next to hardened sidewall or hardened vehicle. Don IBA if available [Briefer] [[FOOTSTOMP]] that the ideal cover is a hardened facility i.e. bunker, legacy bldg, or expeditionary bldg with hardened sidewall protection and protective overhead cover
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Everyday life scenarios at JBB

Lets say you are…
8) Walking outdoors

9) Working in your office

10) Working on the flight line

11) Eating popcorn at the theater

12) Pumping iron at the gym

13) Sleeping in your CHU

“Alarm Red, Alarm Red, Alarm Red”
8) Stop current travel and immediately 

seek best available cover w/in 30 sec
9) If Hardened, Ops Normal; if not, seek 

best available cover w/in 30 sec
10) Seek best available cover w/in 30 sec 

(unless pre-identified as mission 
critical)

11) Continue normal activity -- you are 
inside a hardened facility 

12) Continue normal activity -- you are 
inside a hardened facility 

13) Don minimal uniform and seek best 
available cover w/in 30 sec

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 Of note: Ops normal is conducted if you are in a Hardened Facility or Expeditionary Facility with hardened overhead protection and hardened sidewall protection IBA should be within 10 minutes of you at all timesSeek the best available cover within 30 seconds travel. If you can’t reach it then take immediate cover next to hardened sidewall or hardened vehicle. Don IBA if available [Briefer] [[FOOTSTOMP]] that the ideal cover is a hardened facility i.e. bunker, legacy bldg, or expeditionary bldg with hardened sidewall protection and protective overhead cover
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What is a Hardened Facility on JBB

Q: What is considered a “Hardened Facility” at Joint Base Balad?
A:  Expeditionary Facilities with hardened overhead protection and hardened sidewall 

protection / Fixed Facilities listed on ECES/CEX Hardened Facility Listing (next 3 
slides)

Examples of “Protective Overhead Cover”:
• H6 Fitness Center (see picture)
• East/West side Recreation Centers & Fitness Centers
• AF Theater Hospital (covered areas only)
• Iraqi Legacy Facilities
• Concrete Bunkers
Not considered
Protective Overhead Cover
• Any tent or Alaskan Shelter
• Basketball courts
• Pools
• Trailers
• Warehouses
• K-Spans & Clam Shells
• CHUs, Dorms & PODs
• Portions of bldgs not under

Protective Overhead Cover
(Aerobic Annex of H6 Gym)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just as it is your responsibility to know what actions to take during attack alarm signals you must also know what is considered protected overhead cover / what is considered a hardened facility POHCs (Protected Overhead Covers) are also known as “Sacrificial Roofs”. They are designed to “dud” a round and/or lessen its ECR (estimated casualty radius) when it does arm and explodeAdditional info – use as desired Our POHCs are made from ballistic fiberglass. If you have ever heard of or participated in an egg toss it is the same concept. Since the roof cannot provide the cradle and scoop method it instead has separate layers of sacrificial materials (ballistic fiberglass) that mimic cradle and scoop. Each layer of ballistic fiberglass breaks under impact and slows down the velocity of the projectile as it passes through the successive layers until the round either “duds” or has a lessened impact due to the explosive dispersion caused by the layered ballistic fiberglass The Wing AT Cell has a sample of this ballistic fiberglass in their office if you would like to see it.   
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